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The paper considers several different stability notions for discrete-time linear
time-varying systems specified by almost-periodic kernels. Various input-output
stability notions are analysed, including those in which the signal spaces consist of
bounded power and asymptotically almost-periodic functions. Further, it is proved
that every stable time-varying discrete time system commuting with a polynomial in
the shift operator is periodic. An example shows that this result does not hold for
unstable time-varying systems.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
ŽIt is often the case that a causal linear system in either discrete time or
.continuous time fails to be time-invariant but, nonetheless, possesses
some form of regular behaviour. The simplest extension of the class of
Ž . Žlinear-time invariant LTI systems is the class of periodic systems see, for
 .example, 6, 8 , although in some ways their analysis in the discrete time
situation is a straightforward modification of the LTI case, which can be
analysed by regarding the input and output spaces as vector-valued. Other
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possible forms of regularity that can occur in a system include the
 properties of being a fading memory system 5, 12, 16 , a slowly varying
  Žsystem 11, 15 , an essentially shift-invariant system one for which SG-GS
 .  is a compact operator on l 2 , and an almost-periodic system 9, 12 . In2
this paper we concentrate on the last of these, and in Section 2 we
establish the basic properties of such systems.
We are also interested in working with a variety of signal spaces,
including the classical l spaces and spaces of bounded power signals 7,p
  14, 19 and almost-periodic signals 1, 4, 10, 18 . Our main efforts in
Section 3 are directed towards finding necessary and sufficient conditions
for stability of systems in this framework.
In the same way that periodic systems can be considered to be systems
whose input-output operator commutes with a power of the shift operator
S, we are also interested in knowing which systems commute with various
polynomial functions of the shift operator: in Section 4 we see that, in the
stable case, these are again periodic systems, whereas in the unstable case
they give rise to some interesting examples of aperiodic systems.
2. TIME-VARYING SYSTEMS
In this section, we describe the general class of systems discussed in this
paper. We first need to introduce some notation. Throughout the article p
  Ž .0is an element of 1, . On  , the set of all one-sided sequences, the
Ž .0 Ž .0right shift S :    is defined by
S u 0 , u 1 , u 2 , . . .  0, u 0 , u 1 , u 2 , . . . ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .0 Ž .0and the kth-truncation operator P :    is given byk
P u 0 , u 1 , u 2 , . . .  u 0 , . . . , u k , 0, . . . .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .k
Ž . Ž .Clearly, S, P  L l , where L l denotes the linear and boundedk p p
operators on l . By e we denote the nth unit vector.np
Ž .0 Ž .0DEFINITION 2.1. We call G :    a time-arying system if G is
linear and causal, i.e.,
P G P GP , k.k k k
Causality is a fundamental property of physically realizable systems. It
merely expresses the fact that the past and present output values do not
depend on future impact values. It is easy to see that every time-varying
system has a kernel representation
t
0Gu t  g k u t k , u  , t . 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý t 0
k0
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Ž .Here, the g k are a collection of complex numbers uniquely defined byt
G. Using this kernel representation G may be identified by the following
infinite lower triangular matrix
g 0 0 0 Ž .0
g 1 g 0 0 Ž . Ž .1 1
G .
g 2 g 1 g 0 Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2
. . . . 0. . . .. . . .
In this paper, an important class of time-varying systems is the class of
almost-periodic systems, which we introduce next.
 4DEFINITION 2.2. Let X be a Banach space. A sequence x x ,n n0
Ž Ž ..x  X, is said to be a trigonometric polynomial x TP X if there existn
N,  , . . . ,  , and  , . . . ,   X such that1 N 1 N
N
i nlx   e .Ýn l
l1
 4Moreover, a sequence x x , x  X, is said to be almost-periodicn n N n0
Ž Ž ..  Ž .4x AP X if there exists a sequence y j of trigonometric polynomi-j
als such that
x y j  0 as j .Ž . Ž .l X
 4Let x x , x  X, be an almost-periodic sequence. For x wen n n0
can define the Bohr transformation as
n1
i  ja , x  lim x e .Ž . Ý jn 1n j0
Ž . Ž . This transformation gives an embedding from AP X in l ; X ; see 4,2
 Ž .p. 19 . Using this, we identify an element x AP X with its correspond-
Ž . Ž .ing Fourier coefficients a . , x . Since for an element a l ; X , we2
Ž .have that a   0 except for a countable number of ’s, we can write

i nlx   e ,Ýn l
l1
Ž .where   a  , x . Note that two different almost-periodic sequencesl l
 cannot have the same Fourier series; see 4, p. 19 . Thus a Fourier series
defines uniquely an almost-periodic sequence. Furthermore, almost-peri-
odic sequences have the following useful property.
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 4PROPOSITION 2.1. If a sequence g g , g  X, is almost-periodict t t0
Ž Ž ..g AP X , then for eery  0 there exists a N  such that among
eery finite sequence of N consecutie integers, i.e., i 1, . . . , iN , i ,  
there is an integer, say p, such that
 g  g   for eery t .Xtp t 0
 The proof of this proposition can be found in 9, Theorem 8, p. 208 .
DEFINITION 2.3. A time-varying system G is called almost-periodic, if
Ž .the kernel of G is in AP l , i.e., g :  l is almost-periodic.t 01 1
 4Thus for every almost-periodic system G there exist  	, andj j
 4 	 l such thatj j 1

i tlg k   k e . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýt l
l1
Note that the definition of an almost-periodic system not only requires
that each function g be almost-periodic, it also requires that g :  l ,t t 0 1
i.e., an almost-periodic system satisfies by definition a certain stability
condition. Besides almost-periodic systems we are also interested in time-
invariant and periodic systems.
DEFINITION 2.4. A time-varying system G is called
 time-inariant, if GS SG;

d dperiodic, if there exists a d such that GS  S G. The number
d is called the period of G.
Ž . Ž .A time-varying system G is time-invariant if and only if g n  g nt t1
for every n, t with t
 n. Furthermore, G is periodic with period d if0
Ž . Ž .and only if g n  g n for every n, t with t
 n. Thus thet td 0
1-periodic systems are exactly the time-invariant ones.
3. DIFFERENCES IN STABILITY NOTIONS
In this section we discuss different stability notions of time-varying
systems. Especially, for almost-periodic systems we are able to show that
various stability notions coincide.
Throughout this section, we need the following notation. We say that a
 4 Ž .sequence x x has bounded power BP ifk n0
n1 2   x  sup x  .ÝBP k(n 1n
0 k0
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It is easy to see that such sequences form a normed space, which we
 4denote by BP. We say that a sequence x x is asymptoticallyk n0
almost-periodic if x is in the closed linear span of c and TP. Here the0
closure is taken with respect to the sup-norm. We write AAP for the space
of all asymptotically almost-periodic sequences. AAP equipped with the
semi-norm
n1 2   x  lim x  ÝA PP k(n 1n k0
   forms a semi-normed space. Clearly, AAP	 l 	 BP and x  xA A P BP
   x for every x AAP. Using Bohr’s Fundamental Theorem 4, p.l
  419 , we see that for an almost-periodic sequence x x ,n n

i nlx   e ,Ýn l
l1
the AAP-norm of x is given by
12
2   x   .ÝA A P lž /
l1
We introduce the following stability notions.
DEFINITION 3.1. A time-varying system G is called
 Ž .stable on l , if u l implies Gu l and G L l , i.e.,p p p p
 Gu lp G  sup  ;L Ž l .p  u l 4ul  0 pp
 stable on AAP, if u AAP implies Gu AAP and
 Gu A A P
 G  sup  ;L Ž A A P .  u A A PuAAP
 u 0A AP
 Ž .stable on BP, if u BP implies Gu BP and G L BP , i.e.,
 Gu BP
 G  sup  .L Ž BP .  u BP 4uBP 0
It is easy to see that G is stable on l if and only if
j
 G  sup g n  , 3Ž . Ž .ÝL Ž l . j
j n00
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and G is stable on l if and only if1

   G  sup Ge  sup g j  . 4Ž . Ž .ÝL Ž l . ln jn1 1
n n j00 0
Moreover, G is stable on l if and only if2
g 0 0 0  0Ž .0
g 1 g 0 0  0Ž . Ž .1 1
g 2 g 1 g 0  0Ž . Ž . Ž . G  sup  ,2 2 2L Ž l .2 . . . . .n0 . . . . .. . . . . 0
g n g n 1 g n 2  g 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
Ž .where  A denotes the maximum singular value of the matrix A. The
Ž  .Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem see, for example, 3, 20 shows that
if a system G is stable on l and l , then it is also stable on l and the1  2
 theorem also provides an upper bound for G . More precisely, weL Ž l .2
get the following result.
THEOREM 3.1. Let 1 p  p   and 0  1. Suppose that the1 2
time-arying system G is stable on l and l and define p byp p1 2
1 1 1
 1    .Ž .
p p p1 2
Ž .Then G is stable on l and there exists a constant c c p , p such that1 2p
   1  G  c G G .L Ž l . L Ž l . L Ž l .p p p1 2
Ž .A criterion for stability on l and l has already been given via 3 and1 
Ž .4 . However, for periodic and almost-periodic systems these criteria have
a special form as we will see in the following two theorems.
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a periodic time-arying system with period N.
Then G is stable on l if and only if1
 N1
 G  sup g kN j  , 5Ž . Ž .Ý ÝL Ž l . jr1
r0, 1, . . . , N1 k0 j0
and G is stable on l if and only if
kNi
 G  sup sup g j  . 6Ž . Ž .ÝL Ž l . i
i0, 1, . . . , N1 k j00
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Proof. We have, for n , using that G is periodic0
   N1
 Ge  g t n  g t  g kN j .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýln t tn jn1
tn t0 k0 j0
Ž . Ž .This together with the periodicity of G implies 5 . Finally, 6 follows
Ž .directly from 3 .
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be an almost-periodic time-arying system, where gt
Ž .is gien by 2 ,and let 	 :  l be gien by0 1

i Ž jn.l	 j   j e .Ž . Ž .Ýn l
l0
Ž .Then G is stable on l if and only if 	 l  ; l , and if G is stable on01  1
l then1
   G  	 .L Ž l . l1 
Moreoer, G is stable on l if and only if
j 
i jl G  sup  n e  . 7Ž . Ž .Ý ÝL Ž l . l
j n0 l10
Ž .Proof. The first part of this theorem follows directly from 4 by noting
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that 	 j  g j . Using again 	 j  g j , 3 implies that G isn jn n jn
Ž .stable on l if and only if 7 holds.
We now turn our attention to stability on l , BP, and AAP. The2
 following result shows that stability on l implies stability on BP. In 132
this fact was established for time-invariant systems, but the same proof
applies to all causal systems.
PROPOSITION 3.1. A time-arying system G is stable on BP if it is stable
   on l . Moreoer, G  G .L Ž BP . L Ž l .2 2
Proof. Suppose that G is bounded as an operator on l . Then for any2
n
 0 and u l we have, writing yGu as usual,2
n n1 12 22 y k  G u k ,Ž . Ž .Ý ÝL Ž l .2n 1 n 1k0 k0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .since the values y 0 , . . . , y n depend only on the values u 0 , . . . , u n .
2 2   Hence taking the supremum over n we get that G  G .L Ž BP . L Ž l .2
For almost-periodic time-varying systems we even have a stronger result:
G is stable on BP if and only if it is stable on l . This fact was given for2
 time-invariant systems in 13 .
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THEOREM 3.4. An almost-periodic time-arying system G is stable on BP
   if and only if it is stable on l . Moreoer, G  G .L Ž BP . L Ž l .2 2
Proof. In view of the previous theorem it remains to show that the
   stability on BP implies the stability on l , and G  G .L Ž l . L Ž BP .2 2
Using Proposition 2.1, the almost-periodicity of g :  l implies thatt 0 1
 4there exists a sequence p 	 with p   as n  andn n n
1
 g  g  for every t .ltp t 01n n
For u l we have, for every n and t02
t
pnGS t p  Gu t  g k  g k u t kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn tp tn
k0
t
 g k  g k u t kŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý tp tn
k0
1
      g  g u  u .l l ltp t 1  n n
Thus we get
1
pn Gu t  u  GS u t p . 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l nn
Suppose that G is bounded as an operator on BP. Then for any u l ,2
we have, for any m
 0
m n1 12 22 Gu k  G sup u k .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝL Ž BP .m 1 n 1n
0k0 k0
We now consider its effect on shifted sequences of the form
0, . . . , 0, u 0 , u 1 , . . . ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
where we shift the sequence by p . We then have, for every m ,n 0
mp nn1 12 22pn  GS u k  G sup u k .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝL Ž BP .m p  1 n p  1n
0n nk0 k0
9Ž .
Ž .Using the causality of G and 8 we get
12 12mp mn
2 2p pn nGS u k  GS u k pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý nž /ž /
k0 k0
12m 'm 12  
 Gu k  u .Ž . Ž .Ý lž / nk0
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Ž .This together with 9 gives
12m '1 m 12  Gu k  uŽ . Ž .Ý l 2ž /m p  1 n m p  1' 'n nk0
12n1 2  G sup u kŽ .ÝL Ž BP . ž /n p  1'n
0 n k0
1
    G u ,L Ž BP . lp  1' n
and thus
12m 'm p  1 m 1' n2      Gu k  G u  u ,Ž . Ž .Ý L Ž BP . l l2 ž / np  1' nk0
for each n
 0 and m
 0. Letting n  we get
12m
2    Gu k  G u , m
 0.Ž . Ž .Ý L Ž BP . l 2ž /
k0
   Finally, letting m  shows G  G .L Ž l . L Ž BP .2
However, the following example shows that in general stability on BP
does not imply stability on l .2
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let the time-varying system be given by
Gu t  u 0 , u l .Ž . Ž . Ž . 2
It is easy to see that G is not stable on l , because G is not a mapping2
from l to l . However, the following calculation shows that G is stable2 2
on BP
n1 2   Gu  u 0  sup u k  u .Ž . Ž .ÝBP BP(n 1n
0 k0
 Moreover, it is easy to see that G  1.L Ž BP .
The next theorem shows that an almost-periodic system is stable on
AAP if it is stable on l . By c we denote the space of all sequences02
tending to zero, and c denotes the space of all sequences with finite00
support, i.e., for every x c there exists a constant N such that00
Ž .x n  0 if n
N.
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LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a time arying system such that the kernel g : t 0
l is a trigonometric polynomial, gien by1
L
i tlg k   k e . 10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýt l
l1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .If u t  TP c , then y t  Gu t  TP c .00 0
Ž .Proof. Given u t  TP c , there exist 
 , . . . , 
 , M, c ,00 1 M 1
. . . , c 	, and f c such thatM 00
M
i
 tmu t  c e  f t . 11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý m
m1
Ž . Ž .Since f t  c there exists a constant N such that f t  0 if t
N.00




 . tm l my t  c  k e eŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ým lž /
l1 m1 k0  




 . tm l m c  k e eŽ .Ý Ý Ým lž /
l1 m1 kt1
L t
i tl  k f t k e . 12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý lž /
l1 k0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Clearly, y t  TP, and thus it remains to prove that y t  y t  c .˜ ˜ 0
However, for t
N we have
L M  L N
 y t  y t  c  k   t k f k ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ Ý Ý Ý Ý Ým l l
l1 m1 kt1 l1 k0
 Ž . Ž . and thus y t  y t  0 as t .˜
Ž .LEMMA 3.2. Let G be an almost-periodic time arying system. If u t 
Ž . Ž .Ž .AAP, then y t  Gu t  AAP.
Proof. Since G is an almost-periodic system there exists a sequence
Ž .g , where g :  l are trigonometric polynomials, such thatn, t n, t 0 1
 sup g  g  0 as n .ln , t t 1
t0
Ž . Ž .Moreover, since u t  AAP there exists a sequence u in TP c suchn 00
that
sup u k  u k  0 as n .Ž . Ž .n
k0
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By G we denote the system which corresponds to the kernel g . Thenn n, t
we get
Gu t  G u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
 G u u t  GG u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n
t
 g k u t k  u t kŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý t n
k0
t
 g k  g k u t kŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý t n , t n
k0
        sup g u  u  sup g  g ul l l lt n n , t t n1  1 
t t0 0
 0 as n 
uniformly in t. Using the previous lemma, this shows Gu AAP, and so
the lemma is proved.
THEOREM 3.5. Let G be an almost-periodic system. If G is stable on l 2
   then G is stable on AAP and G  G .L Ž A A P . L Ž l .2
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 we have that G : AAP AAP. Suppose that G is
bounded as an operator on l . Then for any n
 0 and u AAP we have,2
writing yGu as usual,
n n1 12 22 y k  G u k ,Ž . Ž .Ý ÝL Ž l .2n 1 n 1k0 k0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .since the values y 0 , . . . , y n depend only on the values u 0 , . . . , u n .
2 2   Hence taking the limit as n tends to  we get that G  G .L Ž A A P . l 2
Let G be an almost-periodic system. Since such a system is stable on l 2
if and only if it is stable on BP, the previous theorem implies that stability
on BP also implies stability on AAP. However, this is in general not true
for systems which are not almost-periodic, as the following example shows.
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let the time-varying system be given by
Gu t  u 0 , u l .Ž . Ž . Ž . 2
In Example 3.1 we showed that G is stable on BP. Moreover, it is easy
to see that G : AAP AAP. However, G is not stable on AAP, because
Ž .  Ž .1, 0, 0, . . .  0 whereas G 1, 0, 0, . . .  1.A A P A A P
Note that this example also shows that G : AAP AAP does not in
Žgeneral imply that G is stable on AAP unlike the cases of time-invariant
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 .systems on l and BP 14 . The following theorem gives a sufficient2
condition for an almost-periodic system to be stable on AAP. In particular,
we see that time-varying systems with trigonometric kernels are stable
on AAP.
THEOREM 3.6. Let G be an almost-periodic system with kernel g gien byt
Ž .2 . Then G : AAP AAP, and if
 
i
ksup  k e  ,Ž .Ý Ý l

 l1 k0
then G is stable on AAP and
122 
i




k  G  sup  k e . 13Ž . Ž .Ý ÝL Ž A A P . l

 l1 k0
Proof. Lemma 3.2 shows that G : AAP AAP.
Let us first assume that G has a trigonometric kernel, i.e., g is given byt
Ž . Ž . Ž .10 . Moreover, let u t be an arbitrary element in TP c , given by 11 .00
Ž . Ž .Then we have that the output y t Gu TP c is given by 12 . It is0




 . tm l m   y  y  c  k e eŽ .˜ Ý Ý ÝA A P A A P m lž /




 tm m c  k e eŽ .Ý Ý Ým lž /
l1 m1 k0 A A P
122L M 
2 i
 km  c  k eŽ .Ý Ý Ým lž /l1 m1 k0
L 

 k   sup  k e u . 14Ž . Ž .Ý Ý A A Pl

 l1 k0
Then, using that TP c is dense in AAP, we get00
L 
i





 tMoreover, if we choose u AAP as u t  e , then we get
2L 
2 2 2 i
k iŽ
 . tl     Gu  y  y   k e eŽ .˜ Ý ÝA A P A A P A A P lž /
l1 k0 A A P
2L 
i





k  sup  k e  G .Ž .Ý Ý L Ž A A P .lž /
 l1 k0
Thus the theorem is proved for time-varying systems with trigonometric
kernels.
Next, we prove the theorem for almost-periodic systems. Using
Ž  .BochnerFejer polynomials see 4, p. 51 for every n there exist´
 constants L 
 n, c , . . . , c  1 1n, 1 and c , . . . , c n n, 1 n, n n, n1 n, Ln 0, 1 such that the functions g :  l , given byn, t 0 1
Ln
i tlg  c  eÝn , t n , l l
l1
satisfy
 sup g  g  0 as n .ln , t t 1
t0
By G we denote the system which corresponds the kernel g . Then, forn n, t
a fixed u AAP we get
     Gu  G u  GuG u  sup GG u tŽ . Ž .Ž .A A P A A P A A Pn n n
t0
t
 sup g k  g k u t kŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý t n , t n
t k00
    sup g  g u  0 16Ž .l lt n , t 1 
t0
Ž .as n tends to infinity. Let u t be an arbitrary element in TP c , given00
Ž . Ž .by 11 . Then we have that the output y t Gu TP c is given by0
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Ž . Ž . Ž .12 . Using 14 and 16 we get




 km  lim c c  k eŽ .Ý Ý Ým n , l lž /n l1 m1 k0
122 M 
2 i
 km  c  k eŽ .Ý Ý Ým lž /l1 m1 k0
 
i
k   sup  k e u .Ž .Ý Ý A A Pl

 l1 k0
This proves the stability of G on AAP and the second part of the
inequality by using the fact that TP c is dense in AAP. If we choose0
Ž . i
 t Ž . Ž .u AAP as u t  e , then, using 15 and 16 , we get
2L n
2 2 i
k   G  lim G u  lim c  k eŽ .Ý ÝA A P A A Pn n , l l




 lim inf i  k eŽ .Ý Ý lž /nn l1 k0
2 
i
k  k e .Ž .Ý Ý l
l1 k0
Thus the theorem is proved.
The previous theorem shows that if the system G is given by g   ei t,t
for some  l , , then the system is stable on AAP and1

i
k G  sup  k e .Ž .ÝL Ž A A P .

 k0
Moreover, the following example shows that there are systems for which
the norm on AAP coincides with the upper bound given in the previous
theorem.
EXAMPLE 3.3. We assume that the time-varying system G is defined by
the kernel g which is given byt
 i t1 e , k 0 i tg k Ž . 1 e , k 1t 
0, otherwise.
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By the previous theorem we have
i
 i
 '     G  sup 1 e  1 e  2 2 ,Ž .L Ž A A P .


'and thus the upper bound in the previous theorem is 2 2 . Moreover, it is
easy to see that the lower bound in the previous theorem is 2. Further, let
1 1
i tu t   e .Ž . ' '2 2
' '     Then u  1 and Gu  2 2 , which proves G  2 2 .A A P A A P L Ž A A P .
We conclude this section with the following example which shows that
the norm on AAP does not always coincide with the upper bound provided
by the previous theorem.
EXAMPLE 3.4. We assume that the time-varying system G is defined by
the kernel g which is given byt
3 1 i t  e , k 02 2 i tg k Ž .t 2 e , k 1
0, otherwise.
By the previous theorem we have
122 2'58 3 1
i
 i





  G  sup  2 e   e  5.L Ž A A P . ž /2 2

   In 17, Example 4.4.4 the quantity G is calculated and shown toL Ž l .2
be slightly less than 3.865. This together with Theorem 3.5 shows 3.807
 G  3.865. However, in this case the norm of G as an operatorL Ž A A P .
Ž .on l is equal to its norm on AAP. To see this, let 1, b, 1, b, 1, b, . . . be a2
Ž2-periodic input and observe that the corresponding output is 1, 3 2b, 1
. b, 3 2b, 1 b, . . . . Computing the corresponding AAP norms, we see
that
2 23 2b  1 bŽ . Ž .2 G 
 sup ,L Ž A A P . 21 bb
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'Ž .and taking the maximum over b, which occurs at b 5 221 14,
gives the result.
4. TIME-VARYING SYSTEMS COMMUTING WITH
A POLYNOMIAL
Periodic systems have a natural algebraic characterization as systems for
which the input-output operator G commutes with a power of the shift S,
and it is naturally of interest to attempt to weaken this notion. In this
section, we study time-varying systems which commute with a polynomial
in S, and we are interested in the question whether such systems are
already periodic. Let the polynomial p be given by
J
m jp S   S ,Ž . Ý j
j0
 where j,  , and m  with 1m m   m . In 17j j 0 1 J
it was conjectured that every time-varying system G which is stable on l p
Ž .and which commutes with p S , i.e.,
p S GG p S ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
is actually d-periodic, i.e.,
SdGGS d ,
 where d denotes the greatest common divisor of m , . . . , m . In 17 it is0 J
shown that this result is true for polynomials of degree up to five. We show
next that this conjecture is in general true.
Ž . J m jTHEOREM 4.1. Let p S Ý  S , where J,  , and m j0 j j j
 with 1m m   m . If a time-arying system G is stable on l0 1 J p
Ž .and G commutes with p S , then G is d-periodic, where d denotes the greatest
common diisor of m , . . . , m .0 J
The proof of this theorem will be given at the end of this section. The
following example shows that the stability of the operator G is necessary
for Theorem 4.1 to hold.
EXAMPLE. We consider the polynomial p in S, which is given by
p S  S2  S3.Ž .
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Ž .Moreover, we define number g k , t
 k, and t, k , recursively byt 0
g 0  1, s ,Ž .2 s 0
g 0  0, s ,Ž .2 s1 0
g n 1  g n 1  0, n ,Ž . Ž .n1 n2 0
s




g n 1  g n  g n ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý2 s1n3 2 j1n3 2 j1n
j0
s, n .0
Ž .0 Ž .0We now define the operator G :    by
t
Gu t  g k u t k , u l , t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý t 0p
k0
By this definition, G is linear and causal, i.e., G is a time-varying system.
We next show that G is not stable. The calculation
Ge 2n 3  g 1  n 1, nŽ . Ž . Ž .2 n2 2 n3
implies
   G 
 sup Ge 
 sup Ge 2n 3Ž . Ž .L Ž l . 2 n2 2 n2p
n n
  sup n 1 ,
n
Ž . Ž .and so G is not stable. Moreover, g 0  1 and g 0  0, s ,2 s 2 s1 0
show that G is not 1-periodic. Thus it remains to prove that G commutes
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..with p S . It is easy to see that G p s  p S G is equivalent to
g 0  g 0  0, k , 17Ž . Ž . Ž .k2 k 0
g n 1  g n 1  g n  g n ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .kn3 kn1 kn3 kn
k , n . 18Ž .0
Ž . Ž .Clearly 17 is satisfied. In order to show that Eq. 18 is satisfied we
Ž .choose k, n . We only show that Eq. 18 holds if k 2 s for some0
s , because the case k 2 s 1 can be proved in a similar way. If0
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s 0, we get
g n 1  g n 1  g n 1  g n  g nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n3 n1 n3 n3 n
and if s
 1 we have
g n 1  g n 1Ž . Ž .2 sn3 2 sn1
s s1
 g n  g n  g n  g nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 jn3 2 jn 2 jn3 2 jn
j0 j0
 g n  g n .Ž . Ž .Ž .2 sn3 2 sn
Ž .Thus G commutes with p S .
Without the assumption that the operator G is stable on l , we get thep
following theorem. A function f :  is called d-periodic, d, if0
Ž . Ž .f n  f n d for every n.
Ž . J m jLEMMA 4.1. Let p S Ý  S , where J,  , and m j0 j j j
with 1m m   m . Moreoer, we assume that the greatest com-0 1 J
mon diisor d of m , . . . , m is gien by m . If a time-arying system G0 J 0
Ž .commutes with p S , i.e.,
p S GG p S ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
then G is d-periodic, i.e.,
SdGGS d .
Proof. Since G is a time-varying system it has a representation in the
Ž .form 1 . We now define the functions f : , k , byk 0
g k , k , t
 0,Ž .k tf t Ž .k ½ 0, k 0, t
 0.
Since the system G is d-periodic if and only if f , k is d-periodic,k 0
Ž .it remains to prove that f , k is d-periodic. Equation 1 andk 0
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..G p S e  p S Ge , n , implyn n 0
J
 f m  n  f n  0, n , t . 19Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j tŽm n. j tm n 0j j
j0
Since the system G is d-periodic if and only if f , m is d-periodic, itm 0
remains to prove that f , m is d-periodic. We will prove this bym 0
induction over m. Let us first consider the case m 0. Then the state-
Ž .ment follows directly from 19 choosing tm  n and n .0 0
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 4We now assume that the statement holds for m 0, . . . , m 1 , where˜
m
 1, and we seek to prove that the statement holds for m. For
Ž .tm nm and n equation 22 reads0 0
J
 f nm  f n  0. 20Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j mŽm m . j mŽm m .j 0 j 0
j0
By assumption we know that
 4f is m -periodic, j 1, . . . , J .m Žm m . jj 0
Ž .Thus Eq. 20 implies immediately that f is d-periodic. Thus the theoremm
is proved.
For the proof of Theorem 4.1 the following lemma will be useful.
LEMMA 4.2. Let h : , j 0, . . . , l, be bounded functions and letj 0
1m m   m . Furthermore, we assume that h is m -periodic for0 1 l j i
 4i 0, . . . , j 1 . If
l
h t  h tm  0, t , 21Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý j j j 0
j0
then h is m -periodic, j 0, . . . , l.j j
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction over l . First of all let0
Ž .l 0. In this situation Eq. 21 reads
h t  h tm  0, t ,Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
and thus h is m -periodic. We now assume that the statement is true for0 0
l and we seek to prove the statement for l 1. By assumption the0
 4functions h , j 1, . . . , l 1 are m -periodic. This implies that A :j 0 0
, given by
l1
A t  h t  h tm , t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j j j 0
j1
Ž . Ž . Ž .is m -periodic, i.e., A t  A tm . Using Eq. 21 we get0 0
h t bm  h t  A t b , t , b .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
Ž .The boundedness of the function h now implies A t  0, t , and so0 0
Ž .h is m -periodic. Since the lemma holds for l, A t  0, t , implies0 0 0
that h is m -periodic, j 1, . . . , l 1. This completes the proof.j j
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since G is a time-varying system it has a
Ž .representation in the form 1 . We now define the functions f : ,k 0
k , by
g k , k , t
 0,Ž .k tf t Ž .k ½ 0, k 0, t
 0,
The stability of G implies that the functions f are bounded.k
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Equation 1 and G p S e  p S Ge , n, implyn n
J
 f m  n  f n  0, n , t . 22Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j tŽm n. j tm n 0j j
j0
We now prove by induction over m :0
f is m -periodic, j 0, . . . , J .m Žm m . jj 0
Let us first consider the case m 0. In this situation, we have f 	Ž m m .j 0
 40 if j 1, . . . , J . Thus we only have to show that f is m -periodic.0 0
Ž .However, this follows directly from 22 choosing tm  n and n .0 0
 4We now assume that the statement holds for m 0, . . . , m 1 , where˜
m
 1, and we seek to prove that the statement holds for m. For tm
Ž .nm and n Eq. 22 reads0 0
J
 f nm  f n  0. 23Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j mŽm m . j mŽm m .j 0 j 0
j0
By assumption we know that
 4f  f is m -periodic for i 0, . . . , j 1 .m Žm m . Žmm m .Žm m . ij 0 i j i 0
 4We now define functions h : , j 0, . . . , J , byj 0
h n   f n , n .Ž . Ž .j j mŽm m . 0j 0
 4Thus every function h , j 0, . . . , J , is bounded and m -periodic forj i
 4 Ž .i 0, . . . , j 1 . Moreover, Eq. 23 implies
J
h n  h nm  0, n .Ž . Ž .Ý j j j 0
j0
Now Lemma 4.2 shows that h is m -periodic and so f isj j mŽm m .j 0
 4m -periodic, j 0, . . . , J .j
We have now proved that every f , k , is m -periodic for everyk 0 j
 4j 0, . . . , J . Since d is the greatest common divisor of m , . . . , m there0 J
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exists l , . . . , l   such that0 J
J
d l m .Ý j j
j0
Thus it is easy to see that every f , k , is d-periodic.k 0
This implies
g k  g k , t , k , t
 k ,Ž . Ž .td t 0
which is equivalent to
GS d  SdG.
Thus the theorem is proved.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have seen that linear systems with almost-periodic kernels share
many of the good properties of linear time-invariant systems, and are
amenable to analysis when the input and output spaces are l , l , l or1 2 
various spaces of bounded power signals and almost-periodic signals.
In particular, we have seen that there is equality between the gains when
Ž . Žthe system is regarded as operating on l finite energy and BP bounded2
.power signals; this result, already known to hold for time-invariant sys-
tems, has now been shown to be valid for almost-periodic systems. For
systems with almost-periodic inputs the situation is more complicated, and
here we have established estimates which reduce to an exact formula for
time-invariant systems; however, the determination of the exact norm of a
general almost-periodic operator on the space AAP remains open, and it
maybe that there is no simple expression for this quantity in general.
Although the space of almost-periodic system is non-separable, it is still
quite amenable to various techniques of modelling and identification, since
such systems can be specified by a countable set of parameters. There is
scope for further work here in the linked areas of system modelling and
robust control design.
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